
Pull the ring down the flexible shaft to the handle to form a noose. 
Hold the ring with the forefinger or thumb. When the loop is over the 
animal's head, release the ring and quickly snap the Snare up or 
pull it away from the animal. This takes up the slack in the rope and 
tightens the noose around the pet's neck. Pets usually relax when 
the noose is finnly around their neck and they realize they are 
caught. Try it on a gentle pet, your wrist or a person's leg to see how 
fast ,and gentle it works before you NEED to use it. "Practice makes 
perfect." 

The Snappy Snare is held with one hand leaving the other free for 
balance and to help catch the animal. Some use this snare to get a 
rope around the animal's neck and then use the heavy duty FETCH 
or KETCH-ALL poles if the animal becomes unruly.

30” Model - This model is most useful for cats and small dogs.

Pull the ring down the flexible shaft to the handle to create the loop. 
Place the snare over the pet's head, release the ring and snap the 
snare up or pull it away like setting the hook in a fish.
 This takes the slack out and tightens the rope around the pet's 
neck. 

49" & 65" Models - Designed for dogs in a cage or run or for field use. 

These snares are for elusive, frightened pets you believe will calm 
down when restrained. They are not for vicious, fractious animals. If 
the animal charges after being caught one, has some control by 
holding the rope and lifting the animal's front feet off the ground. 
Keep the Fetch Pole or Ketch-All Pole handy to slide down over the 
Snappy Snare if the pet needs more restraint.
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